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Welcome sports fans. This is the premier 
issue of  Blood Sports Illustrated. This 
magazine will set out to do a few things 
for our illustrious Dragon Bowl League .  
We will at first be bringing you the 
results of the past week’s matches with a 
slight commentary where appropriate by 
Sylus Hopscotch himself. We will also 
bring you some of our favorite’s 
highlights of the week  curtsey   of  
Cabalvision. Our good friend Maurice 
the Ogre of Maurice’s Ogre Bar and Oc-
tok ring  will also bring you our 
predictions of the outcomes of the 
matches to come. For those gamblers 
among  you we do not recommend our 
prediction efforts for basing your betting 
choices upon. We also claim no 
responsibility and are in no way linked 
to Johnny’s  fine establishment. Our 
forth section of the magazine will be our 
Apothecary Tent. The tent will detail 
which players have been seriously 
injured and miss their next matches and 
also detail the tragic and yet violently 
satisfying deaths that happen on or off 
the pitch. When this magazine goes to 
press the season will have just started. 
Therefore we will not be able to bring 
you our Results, Highlight Reel or 
Apothecary Tent. We will though supply 
you with Maurice’s Predictions of the 
week. We hope you enjoy our magazine 
and don’t forget support our sponsors. 
 
Editor of Blood Sports Illustrated, 
Sylus Hopscotch 

 

Maurice’s Predictions 
A Division 
Paladins vs Hunt: Danderlion eaters 
never can tell those buggers are so fast I 
say Paladins. 
Barnacles vs Mates: Both are tough 
teams but those Skinks might be a little 
slippery for those sailors. I say 
Barnacles. 
Flesh vs Bonestealers :  I’d ‘ave to say 
after coming off a big victory like the 
Dragon Bowl I figure the Bonestealers 
‘ave got a lot O’steam. I say 
Bonestealers. 
Steins vs Drakkar: Well their last 
match up was a doozy. I think the 
Drakkar want revenge. I say Drakkar. 
Surly vs Killers : This match could go 
either way. One thing is for sure lots 
O’blood. I say a draw. I don’t think they 
will remember there is a ball on the 
field. Hee Hee 
Machine vs Blighters : Whatever 
happens this one will ‘ave some high 
scores. The Machine is a little meaner 
and leaner though. I say Machine. 
 
B Division 
Videos vs Harem: Danderloin eater’s vs 
chicks? I don’t know who is gunna 
worry about more about their hair? (flip 
a coin) I say Harem. 
Smashers vs Boozzhounds : Smashers 
are coming off a slump and 
Boozzhounds have only ever won one 
game. If they can squash those Skinks. I 
say Boozzhounds. 



Dicers vs Sharks: Very violent match 
up. The last Orc/Chaos match up saw six 
casualties on both sides (Boozzhounds 
vs Killers) I say a draw. 
Babes vs Flamboyants: Babes ‘ave just 
come off their first victory ever. I think 
they have steam  but those Skaven are 
too damn fast. I say Flamboyants. 
Midgets vs Howlers : Veteran coach 
Blarg bringing out his Boyz. Dwarves 
are made of stone hmmm. I say Howlers. 
Divas vs Bloods : Another chicks vs 
danderloin eaters. (shake of head) Elves 
are good to crunch and girls shouldn’t 
play the game. I say Bloods. 
 
C Division 
Cadavers vs Desir: Well Undead are 
always difficult opponents.  Those 
mushroom eaters ‘ave their work cut out 
for them. I say Cadavers. 
Sonics vs Flicks: I think those 
danderlion eaters will be able to just step 

on the heads of those Gobbos and run 
the ball into the end Zone. I say Sonics 
Dervishes vs Zone: This will be an 
important one for the ‘flings surviving 
an Undead match is hard even for the 
tougher teams. I say Dervishes (just for 
spite) 
Spermosaurs vs Shorty: If Shorty hire 
that new Minotaur that has been rumored 
about the mushroom eaters might need 
to pray to Nuffle not to get  squished. I 
say Shorty. 
March vs Inaccurate : Men vs Orc are 
always close ones. I think the march ‘ave 
the advantage though. I say March.  
 
Editors Note: Maurice’s opinions are 
not the opinions of all the staff at Blood 
Sports Illustrated. 
 
Well that is it for our first Magazine. We 
hoped you enjoyed it and we will try to 
bring you all the news we can regardless 
of alignment. 

 

 
Letters to the Editor cam be mailed to: dmcbride@videotron.ca in care of Sylus 
Hoptscotch . 
 
 

 
 

 

   

 


